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Factors Influencing the Usage and Selection of Project Management Software Matthew J. Liberatore and Bruce Pollack-Johnson



Abstract—The purpose of this paper is to analyze and assess those factors that influence the extent of usage, type of usage (planning only versus planning and control), and selection of project management (PM) software by professionals in the field. Discriminant analysis is used to analyze hypotheses relating to these three issues. The analysis is based on the results of a random survey of members of the Project Management Institute. This research was guided by an organizing framework that considers environmental factors (demographics and work environment characteristics), intermediate factors (PM software usage category and historical use patterns), and outcomes (level of software package selected). The analysis reveals strong differences in extent of usage, type of usage, and software selection based on individually significant environmental and intermediate factors. It also provides strong support for the hypotheses relating to extent of software use and level of software package used, while providing qualified support for the hypothesis relating to software use for planning only versus planning and control. These results together validate the organizing framework. Adopters of PM software are advised to consider the findings concerning industry practice as well as their specific needs when selecting and deciding how to use PM software packages. Index Terms—Business practice, practitioner survey, project management (PM), software, software selection, software use, technology adoption.



I. INTRODUCTION



A



S ORGANIZATIONS become flatter and leaner and more work is assigned to teams, project management (PM) has become more important than ever. The growth in using projects to organize and manage work in recent decades has led to a need for improved approaches for project analysis. Methods such as critical path analysis (CPM) with time-cost tradeoffs and the program evaluation and review technique (PERT) for risk analysis were developed to improve project planning and control. Additional methods such as Monte Carlo simulation for enhanced risk analysis and earned value for better tracking of work completed were developed to further improve project scheduling and cost management. The development of the personal computer (PC) in the mid1980s accelerated the use of PM by making these tools and techniques easily available as part of integrated software packages. Most of the literature concerning these packages is descriptive Manuscript received December 27, 2000; revised March 15, 2002. Review of this manuscript was arranged by Department Editor R. Balachandra. M. J. Liberatore is with the Department of Decision and Information Technologies, College of Commerce and Finance, Villanova University, Villanova, PA 19085 USA (e-mail: [email protected]). B. Pollack-Johnson is with the Department of Mathematical Sciences, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, Villanova University, Villanova, PA 19085 USA (e-mail: [email protected]). Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TEM.2003.810821



in nature. This literature describes the available packages and their features [10], [11], surveys desired software features [1], [2], and reviews and compares specific packages [4], [5], [8], [14], [16]. However, these studies give no indication of the extent to which these packages are used in practice, how they are used, and why they are selected. Decisions concerning PM software selection and usage have significant resource implications. The Gartner Group [6] estimates that vendors in the PM software tools market who also offer consulting services and support have total revenues of $800–$900 million per year which are expected to grow by as much as 20% per year. A recent survey [12] has shown that almost all PM professionals use PM software to some extent. Potential adopters and current users of PM software are faced with the problem of deciding the extent to which they will use PM software and the level of software package(s) that will best suit their needs. Fox and Spence [5] do a limited analysis of the relationships between industry and project duration as they affect PM software selection. However, there are no reported studies that statistically analyze a broader set of influencing factors. The purpose of this paper is to provide a statistical analysis and assessment of those factors that influence the extent of usage, type of usage, and selection of PM software. Specifically, this study provides guidance for individuals or organizations in the selection of level of package depending upon their work environment and specific needs; and improved understanding of the relationships between work environment factors and software usage patterns. II. SURVEY To address these issues, we randomly surveyed members of the Project Management Institute (PMI), the largest PM professional organization in the world. The survey comprises 31 questions (see the attached appendix), and gathers information on work environment and demographic factors, PM software usage, and PM technique usage. The survey was evaluated and pretested by several PMI members as well as an evaluation professional with extensive survey development experience. With the cooperation of PMI, the survey was sent to a random sample of 688 members. After two mailings and a telephone followup, we obtained 240 responses, for a response rate of 35%. This response rate is quite a bit higher than the 10%–20% rate usually obtained for surveys of this kind [3]. Validation: The distribution of respondents across industries matches very closely that of PMI as a whole, with the exception of the engineering category (Fig. 1). The latter result apparently
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Fig. 1. Type of firm. Comparison of respondent data with PMI membership data.



occurred because more respondents selected engineering as a second category option on our survey than was done by PMI members when joining. Selection of a second category was allowed on our survey but is not possible on the PMI membership application. Nonresponse Bias: A random sample of 100 nonrespondents was contacted via telephone to check for nonresponse bias. After repeated attempts, we were able to reach 20 of these individuals. The main reasons given for nonresponse were lack of involvement or interest in the field (people who had retired or moved on to other jobs or fields). This suggests that one possible bias would be that the respondents are likely to be more engaged in the profession than would be true proportionately on the rolls of PMI. This may in fact be a preferable population for the purposes of this study. III. BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS In this section, we briefly present highlights of our initial findings that led to the hypotheses tested in this study (see [12] for further details). A. Demographics About 57% of the respondents work for organizations having 1000 or more employees, while 15% work in organizations having fewer than 50 employees. The respondents display a fairly uniform range of experience in PM activities, with a median of 13 years in the profession. Over 90% of the respondents spend 20% or more of their time in PM activities, and nearly 40% spend all of their time in PM. Of the specific typical projects reported by the respondents, the median size is a little over 150 activities. Over 40% of the respondents work on four or fewer projects during the 12 months previous to the study, and the percentage drops smoothly from that point for larger numbers of projects. B. PM Software Use A dramatic surge in growth in the initial usage of PM software occurred in the early 1980s, which undoubtedly reflects



the introduction of the PC. This period was followed by high and fairly steady growth in initial users thereafter, until saturation at a little over 90% occurred around 1995. The percent of respondents using software over time can be thought of as the adoption of a new technology and so can be modeled using a logistic curve ( ; see Fig. 2). About 90% of respondents planned to use PM software during the year following the survey (5% were unsure). The latter result is reasonably consistent with a reader survey of industrial engineers that found 80% used PM software [2]. Over the five years before our survey, the percentage of those not using software dropped from 35% to 9%, while the percentage of those using software for all of their projects increased from 28% to 51%. The biggest self-reported factors influencing the use of PM software, both positively and negatively, are the size and complexity of projects. Requests or requirements, software capabilities, and hardware/software availability are also strong positive influencing factors, but less significant on the negative side. C. PM Software Package Selection Survey respondents indicated which PM software package they used most frequently during the previous 12 months. The top package mentioned was Microsoft Project (nearly 50% of respondents), followed by Primavera Project Planner (P3) at 21%, with all others at 5% or less (see Table I on package use overall and by industry). Notice that the patterns of software package used vary considerably across industries. In a more detailed analysis, we tested whether respondents from one industry versus all others had significantly different usage patterns when the packages were categorized as MS Project, P3, and all others (grouped together because of small cell counts). Significant differences were found for the construction, computers/software/data processing services, telecom services, and engineering services, and are noted in Table I. Using data from the PMI Software Survey [11], software packages are categorized as either high-end or low-end, based on price. High-end packages cost $900 or greater, while low-end packages cost $600 or less, with no packages priced between these levels. High-end packages tend to have more
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Fig. 2. Logistic model for adoption of PM software. Note: The fitted logistics model is y = 100%/(1 + 3 260 000 000e
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TABLE I PRIMARY USAGE OF PM SOFTWARE PACKAGES BY INDUSTRY



NOTES: =Not applicable because cell counts were too small. * Significant at the 0.10 level based on a chi-square test of industry versus non-industry respondents. ** Significant at the 0.05 level based on a chi-square test of industry versus non-industry respondents. *** Significant at the 0.01 level based on a chi-square test of industry versus non-industry respondents. percentages shown in each cell (by industry) all respondents answering those questions (N=210)



y yy



features and/or the ability to handle larger-sized projects and perform more multiproject management tasks. The most prominent high-end package used by the respondents is P3, while its low-end counterpart is Microsoft Project. There are about twice as many low-end users as high-end users.



D. Type of PM Software Use Of those using software, about 95% use it for planning, and 80% for control. “Planning” encompasses the activities required for creating a baseline project plan, such as defining the purpose and scope of the project, identifying the time and
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Fig. 3. Organizing framework.



resources required to complete each project task, identifying project milestones, and developing a work breakdown structure, schedule, and budget. “Control” includes the activities of monitoring project performance and making changes to the project plan as necessary. “Planning only” users employ the software primarily during the startup of the project, while those that apply it for control as well are employing it continually throughout the project life cycle. This distinction is important since it provides a broad classification of how PM professionals assess their software needs [9]. IV. ORGANIZING FRAMEWORK An organizing framework was created to guide a deeper analysis of the survey results summarized previously (see Fig. 3). This framework consists of environmental factors, intermediate factors, and outcomes. Each of these is described in the following. Environmental Factors: Demographics and Work Environment: This group includes the following factors: 1) firm size category based on total number of employees;1 2) percent of work effort in PM; 3) years of experience in PM as a team member or leader; 4) number of activities in a typical project; 5) number of projects worked on during the preceding 12 months. Intermediate Factors: PM Software Usage: This group includes the following factors: 1) software use category (project planning only versus planning and control); 2) initial year of software usage; 3) percent of projects worked on that used PM software (in the preceding year, two years earlier, and five years earlier). Outcomes: Selection of PM Software Package Level: This group considers the level (high- versus low-end) of the respon1The firm size categories are as follows: under 50, 50–99, 100–999, 1000–9999, 10 000–99 999, 100 000 or more.



dent’s most frequently used software package over the year preceding the study. The arrows in Fig. 3 represent the hypothesized relationships of this study. Higher values of each of the environmental factors were thought to positively influence the use of PM software for planning and control, extent of PM software usage, and the selection of high-end PM software packages. Higher levels of PM software use for planning and control, earlier initial year of PM software use and higher extent of use of PM software were thought to mutually influence each other and also lead to the selection of high-end PM software packages. Specifically, the following hypotheses are addressed in this study. H1: The environmental and intermediate factors given in the organizing framework are significant in explaining higher versus lower usage of PM software during the previous year. H2: The environmental and intermediate factors given in the organizing framework are significant in explaining the use of PM software for planning only versus planning and control. H3: The environmental and intermediate factors given in the organizing framework are significant in explaining the selection of high- versus low-end PM software packages. V. ANALYSIS A. Approach We begin our analysis using SPSS [15] by calculating the correlation matrix for the variables representing the environmental and intermediate factors mentioned above, with the exception of planning only versus planning and control, which is categorical (see Table II). The highest squared correlation among the variables is 0.412, between the percent of PM software usage in the past year and two years prior. A similar squared correlation value (0.375) is found between the percent of PM software usage two years prior and five years prior. However, neither of these values is close to 0.80 to suggest a problem with
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TABLE II CORRELATIONS



multicollinearity among the research variables [7]. This group of variables was used as the source of the independent variables used to test the three hypotheses. For H1, the dependent variable is derived from the percent of projects that used PM Software during the year prior to the study. Since 51% of the respondents used software for all of their projects, the dependent variable called extent of use is categorical, where the first category includes software usage at less than 100% of their projects during the year to the prior to the study, while the second category is usage at the 100% level during the same time period. For H2, the dependent variable is categorical, where the first category is PM software usage for project planning only, while the second category is software usage for planning and control. For H3, the dependent variable is categorical, where the first category is primary use of a low-end PM software package, while the second category is primary use of a high-end package. The capability of the variables representing the environmental and intermediate factors to explain differences in the three dependent variables is tested using discriminant analysis. Discriminant analysis is a technique that is used to study the ability to discriminate or predict membership in two or more groups using two or more independent variables simultaneously. It is appropriate when the dependent variable is categorical and the independent variables are metric; that is, when the variables have a constant unit of measurement, such as interval or ratio scale data [7]. Other approaches can also be used to model the adoption of new information technologies and software, such as the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [13].



For each hypothesis, we begin by performing a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for each of the dependent variables versus all of the independent variables included in the correlation analysis.2 Only those independent variables that are significant at the 0.10 level are included in the discriminant analysis. B. H1: Extent of PM Software Use Table III shows the results of the ANOVA tests for the equality of group means. Firm size, years of experience, and initial year of software use are not significant at the 0.10 level and so are eliminated from further analysis. The discriminant analysis includes percent work in PM, number of projects, percent software use two years and five years ago, and number of activities as independent variables. According to the Wilks’ lambda of 0.606 (chi-square 94.447, degrees of freedom 5, 0.001, 193 valid cases) the discriminant function is significant in explaining the difference between those respondents using PM software on less than 100% of their projects versus those using it for all projects. A test of the effectiveness of the discriminant function is the degree of its predictive accuracy, as measured by the percentage of cases classified correctly. The discriminant function classifies 78.2% of the cases correctly, which exceeds by 74% the hit ratio of 50.7% that would be expected due to chance. This result satisfies the rule of thumb that the percentage of cases classified correctly should be at least 25% greater than that achieved by 2The only exception is in the testing of H1, where the percent of software use is not included as an independent variable, since its categorical representation is the dependent variable.
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TABLE V DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS OF EXTENT OF PM SOFTWARE USE: REVISED MODEL



TABLE VI ANOVA TESTS OF EQUALITY OF GROUP MEANS FOR PLANNING VERSUS PLANNING AND CONTROL



TABLE IV DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS OF EXTENT OF PM SOFTWARE USE: FULL MODEL



chance [7]. The individual correct classification rates are 76.5% for the less than 100% group and 79.6% for the 100% group. Press’ statistic is used to test the discriminatory power of the classification matrix when compared to a chance model. The statistic for our model is 61.56, and follows a chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom. The appropriate chi), indicating that our model’s square statistic is 10.83 ( predictions are better than chance [7]. The discriminant loadings or structure correlations show how closely a variable and the discriminant function are related. The discriminant loadings reflect the variance that the independent variables share with the discriminant function and can be used to assess the relative contribution (i.e., practical significance or importance) of each independent variable to the discriminant function. A common rule of thumb is that any variables exhibiting discriminant loadings greater than or equal to 0.30 are considered significant [7]. As shown in Table IV, percent software use two years and five years ago, and number of activities provide a significant contribution to the discriminant function. The results of the discriminant analysis clearly indicate that these variables are strong discriminating factors, both individually and together, for extent of PM software usage. Interestingly, the sign of the discriminant loading for the number of projects is negative, indicating that those respondents using software for all of their projects tend to work on a fewer number of projects. This finding is due at least in part to the fact that people working on fewer projects tend to work on projects with larger numbers of activities as evidenced by the negative correlation between these variables (Table II). The weakness of this correlation may relate to the fact that the typical project selected by the respondent may not be the largest one that was being managed. When a respondent works on projects with both large and small numbers of activities, the larger project(s) are likely to induce software use for all projects.



One might argue that including percent software use two years and five years ago into our discriminant model limits the insight gained. Both of these variables are strongly correlated to percent software use during the year prior to the study and can be thought of as simply reflecting historical momentum. Therefore, we eliminate both of these variables to see if the remaining three variables alone can offer similar levels of predictive accuracy. The Wilks’ lambda of 0.873 (chi-square 26.762, degrees of freedom 3, 0.001, 201 valid cases) indicates that the model is still significant. The discriminant function classifies 70.6% of the cases correctly, which exceeds by 39% the hit ratio of 50.8% that would be expected due to chance. The F-statistics show that percent work in PM, number of projects, and number of activities are significant, and the discriminant loadings of these variables are all greater than or equal to 0.30 (Table V). These results support the inclusion of all five variables into the full discriminant model (Table IV). C. H2: Use of PM Software for Planning Only versus Planning and Control Table VI shows the results of the ANOVA tests for the equality of group means. Years of experience, initial year of PM software use, and number of projects are not significant at the 0.10 level and so are eliminated from further analysis. The discriminant analysis includes number of activities, firm size, percent work in PM, and percent of projects worked on that used PM software in the preceding year, two years earlier, and five years earlier as independent variables. According to the Wilks’ lambda of 0.816 (chi-square 37.090, degrees of 6, 0.001, 187 valid cases) the discriminant freedom function is significant in explaining the difference between those respondents using PM software for planning only versus those using it for planning and control. Of the 187 valid cases, only 30 are from respondents who use PM software for planning only. Because of this inequality of
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TABLE VII ANOVA TESTS OF EQUALITY OF GROUP MEANS FOR LOW VERSUS. HIGH-END PM SOFTWARE PACKAGES



group sizes, the hit ratio that would be expected due to chance is 73.1%. Applying the 25% rule of thumb, the discriminant function would have to classify 91.4% of the cases correctly, an extremely difficult task. Although number of activities, firm size, percent work in PM, and percent of projects that used PM Software in the preceding year, two years earlier, and five years earlier were significant individually in distinguishing between those respondents using software for planning versus planning and control, the discriminant function does not meet the difficult classification threshold established because of the uneven group sizes.



DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS



TABLE VIII LOW VERSUS. HIGH-END PM SOFTWARE PACKAGES



OF



results of the discriminant analysis indicate clearly that number of activities, firm size, initial year of PM software use, and percent of projects worked on that used PM software in the preceding year, two years earlier, and five years earlier, are strong discriminating factors, both individually and together, for level of PM software package used. We note that years of experience in PM is never significant in explaining the differences found across the respondents relating to extent of PM software use, planning only versus planning and control, and level of package use. Experience as measured by initial year of software use is a discriminating factor in package level used. The number of activities in a typical project and percent of PM software use are significant variables for all three hypotheses tested.



D. H3: Level of PM Software Package Table VII shows the results of the ANOVA tests for the equality of group means. Years of experience, percent work in PM, and number of projects are not significant at the 0.10 level and so are eliminated from further analysis. Interestingly, percent PM software use two and five years prior have higher levels of significance than software use during the preceding year in explaining package level selected. This finding may indicate that the respondents are reluctant to change package level even if percent software use changes. The discriminant analysis includes number of activities, firm size, initial year of PM software use, and percent of projects worked on that used PM Software in the preceding year, two years earlier, and five years earlier as independent variables. According to the Wilks’ lambda of 0.859 (chi-square 24.611, 0.001, 167 valid cases) the disdegrees of freedom 6, criminant function is significant in explaining the difference between those respondents using low-end PM software packages and those using high-end packages. The discriminant function classifies 68.9% of the cases correctly, which satisfies the rule of thumb mentioned previously since the result exceeds by 25.3% the hit ratio of 55.0% that would be expected due to chance. The individual correct classification rates are 71.8% for the low-end package group and statistic for 63.2% for the high-end package group. Press’ 0.001), indicating that our model’s our model is 23.77 ( predictions are better than chance. As shown in Table VIII, the magnitudes of the discriminant loadings show that all of the variables included in the model are strong discriminating factors. The negative sign for the initial year of PM software use discriminant loading indicates that those respondents that use high-end packages were earlier adopters of PM software. The



VI. CONCLUSION Our results suggest that usage of PM software took off in the 1980s with the advent of the personal computer, and reached saturation at 90%–95% of PM professionals as of the middle of the 1990s. The strongest self-reported factors influencing PM software usage, both positively and negatively, are the size and complexity of projects (larger and more complex projects pushing PM professionals to use the software more). The two packages that stand out in usage are Microsoft Project and P3, although there are significant differences in the packages chosen within different industry groups. In particular, older industries with a strong history of PM (construction and engineering services) make heavier use of the more high-end packages (such as Primavera), while the newer, more technological industries (computer software/data processing and telecom services) make heavier use of the simpler, less-expensive packages (such as Microsoft Project). This seems to reflect a basic relationship between the age of the industry and the level of PM software used. Overall, the sophistication of PM software usage is very high, with 80% of PM professionals using it for both planning and control. The analysis presented in this study in general provides strong support for Hypothesis 1 (extent of use) and Hypothesis 3 (level of software package used), while providing qualified support for Hypothesis 2 (planning and control). Significant discriminant models were found for all three dependent variables; however, the predictive power of the model for Hypothesis 2 was unacceptable due to the inequality of group sizes. The results also reveal strong differences concerning the significance of specific environmental and intermediate factors that were hypothesized to influence the dependent variables of interest. The results as a
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whole validate the framework of relationships suggested at the beginning of this work. The results suggest that the extent of PM software usage is significantly influenced individually by the number of activities in a typical project, the number of projects typically being managed, the percent of work in PM, and of course by historical PM software usage, all in a positive way. These findings are consistent with the self-reported influence of project size and complexity mentioned previously. It also makes sense that professionals with higher percentages of work in PM will make heavier use of the software. We were able to find two different discriminant analysis models involving these variables possessing very good abilities to distinguish between groupings by extent of usage. The results also suggest that use of PM software for planning only versus planning and control is significantly influenced individually by the number of activities in a typical project, firm size, the extent of PM software usage, and percent of work in PM. Higher levels of each variable are associated with planning and control. These relationships make sense intuitively, since work complexity increases the need for formalized control, and since experience with the software and higher involvement in PM would also tend to be associated with more sophisticated uses of the software. Unfortunately, the highly unequal group sizes make a useful discriminant analysis model unattainable. Finally, our results indicate that the level of PM software package selected by PM professionals is significantly influenced individually by the number of activities in a typical project, firm size, the initial year of PM software use, and the extent of PM software usage. Higher levels of each variable are associated with use of higher-end packages, with the only exception being initial year of PM software use. In the latter case, earlier use of the software is associated with higher-end package selection, as would be expected. The other relationships also seem logical, since higher levels of complexity and higher use of the software would tend to be associated with more specialized and sophisticated uses of the software, in addition to the fact that larger firms can usually afford more expensive software. We were able to identify a discriminant analysis model that makes excellent predictions of package level based on these variables. It is interesting to note that years of experience is not a significant predictor for any of the dependent variables that were used in testing the three hypotheses. Other work environment factors are much more important. Perhaps the effects of understanding the field of PM better and having more recent initial training (likely to involve more technology) neutralize each other. The results of this study may be of assistance to PM professionals in deciding whether or not to use PM software, in selecting a package, and in deciding how they want to use the software. The results suggest that, depending on their work environment, especially their industry, firm size, percent work in PM, number of projects worked on and typical number of activities in each project, and their history of PM software usage, their choices for all of these decisions should probably be quite different. Some results that we hoped to obtain were not possible because of the nature of the data itself, such as not being able to
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